
COME TO THE PALACE TO ENJOY
A WORTHY SHOW!

RACK UP RICHES AND LAUGH WITH
WYSIWYG SYMBOLS, RESPINS,

MULTIPLIERS AND ONE MORE CHANCE!

PLAY NOW

https://www.high5games.com/games/game/harlequin-wins


TECHNICAL INFO
Launch date: 11th August 2022

GAME NAME Harlequin Wins GAME ID 3043

RTP 96% REEL TYPE SPINNING / TUMBLING REELS

MAX PAYOUT 10,187x MATRIX 3X5 / 8X5 (Bonus)

VOLATILITY HIGH LINES WYSIWYG Symbols: 15 / 40 (Bonus)

HIT FREQUENCY 34% MIN. BET 0.25

Features

WYSIWYG MECHANIC Symbols landing anywhere award their displayed value (What you see is
what you get)

RACKING UP RICHES
(TUMBLING REELS BONUS)

3 paying symbols start the bonus. Spins happen while new paying symbols
appear, while non paying disappear. Remaining and new symbols tumble.

RESPINS Bonus respins are granted as long as paying symbols keep appearing.

ONE MORE CHANCE During bonus, if no paying symbol lands, another chance (spin) might be
given.

Min. Devices

ANDROID IOS

X SAMSUNG GALAXY
NOTE 8 8.0.0 X IPHONE X 12.1

X NEXUS 9 7.1.1 IPAD 5TH GEN 12.1

SAMSUNG GALAXY TAP
A 10” 7 IPHONE X 11.2.5

X SAMSUNG GALAXY S6 6 MIN DEVICE/OS X IPAD AIR 2 11.3.1

IPHONE 6S 11 MIN OS

Downloads
Game assets | Certifications
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Markets
UK| .COM | Alderney | Malta | Gibraltar | Isle of Man | Latvia | Croatia | Estonia | LATAM | Sweden | Denmark |

Spain | Netherlands | New Jersey | Michigan

Languages

Bulgaria (bg), Czech (cs), Danish (da), German (de), Greek (el), English (en_gb), English (en_us), Spanish (es_ar),

Finnish (fi), French (fr), Italian (it), Japanese (ja), Korean (ko), Dutch (nl), Norwegian (no), Polish (pl), Portuguese (pt_pt),

Portuguese (pt_BR), Romanian (ro), Russian (ru), Slovak (sk), Turkish (TR), Swedish (sv), Traditional Chinese (zh-hk)

In-Game Promotions
Free Bets; Free Bets Adaptive; 3x Payouts; 3x Payouts Adaptive; Feature Boost; Feature Boost Adaptive.

High 5 Games Promotions
High 5 Games offers a collection of ready-to-go (no

integration needed)  in-game promos that can be

customized to suit your casino players: 2x/3x Payouts,

Feature boosts, Super boosts, Free bets, and more!

All promotions can be tailored to your needs, from cost to

number of spins granted, as segmentation and other

parameters.

We also offer Rapid Rewards, a ready-to-go Network

Promotion that runs monthly with a $50,000 prize pool.

Get in touch to know more:
b2baccounts@high5games.com
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ABOUT HARLEQUIN WINS
An evening in the palace that will bring lots of joy as you trigger the Racking Up Riches on a respin madness!

Example of desktop base game (Top left), Racking Up Riches - Bonus (Bottom left) and Mobile bonus  game (right)

A straightforward game with 15 WYSIWYG symbols on a 3x5 matrix, that go up to 40 on the 8x5 bonus
matrix. With WYSIWYG, symbols landing anywhere pay out the amount displayed. Get 3 paying symbols at

once anywhere on the reels, enter the bonus and get ready to meet our Harlequin!

3 paying symbols start the Racking Up Riches bonus, High 5 Games very own unique tumbling mechanic,

where paying symbols remain as non paying ones disappear. Every remaining symbol tumbles and new ones

appear. As long as a new paying symbol appear, another respin is granted. Not very lucky? Then get a
one-more-chance feature! Multiplier symbols up to 10x can appear during the bonus round, multiplying

every symbol on that reel. Your lucky evening might bring up a max. award of 10,000x your bet!
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FEATURES

WYSIWYG
Each symbol pays out the amount that it displays.

Hence the name: What you See Is What You get. In
the left example it would pay $11, and would also

initiate the Racking Up Riches feature (bonus).

Anticipation effects keep the excitement up.

Racking up riches (Tumbling Bonus)
3 Paying symbols start the Racking Up Riches

feature, where symbols rack up, while non paying

disappear. Whenever a paying symbol appears, a

respin is granted. Remaining and newcoming symbols

tumble. When multipliers appear, they multiply all

symbols in a column.

One More Chance (random)
A free respin might be granted after a spin with no

new paying symbols (which would then end the bonus

rounds), allowing the possibility for a continued

winning streak.
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Get in touch:
b2baccounts@high5games.com


